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Engaging Monitoring Groups

Issues groups are faced with:
• Access to equipment
• QAPP and data collection methods
• Getting data into CEDEN
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We identified some issues that groups are faced with, and which the Council may be able to help with:Access to equipment; could try an equipment loan program (Erick Burres already has one)Training in data collection methods and QAPPs; we could add onto existing programs like Data Science Symposium, River Rally, or an existing webinar seriesGetting data into CEDEN; we could publicize existing resources; help with data formatting and entry; or talk about the link to the 303(d) list (make it known that if groups want their data to be considered for any listing decisions, it needs to get into CEDEN)We know that many monitoring groups face these issues (including my group), but I’m sure that there are many other issues as well that might have potential overlap with this group, which is why we propose a survey.



Engaging Monitoring Groups

Survey:
• What would you like the Council     

to do for your group? 
• What could your group 

contribute to the Council?
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We know that the problem we’re trying to address is lack of engagement, and we identified some ideas where we thought we could add value. But, if what we identified doesn’t line up with the actual needs of monitoring groups, then we still won’t get engagement! So we think that the survey will be an important part of the process, provided we push it to many groups, perhaps at events like the upcoming data science symposium.We could ask if groups need help with the items we came up with on the previous slide, but also ask for feedback on anything else the groups are struggling with that the Council may be able to help with, as well as anything the groups could contribute to the Council.The goal would be to distribute the survey to monitoring groups of all sizes and get feedback on their needs, as well as what they may be able to contribute to the Council.



Next Steps

• Build the survey
• Collaborate with Erick Burres
• Explore ideas around conference/training
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- So one next step would be to build the survey. If the Council is on board, we could use input on framing the survey questions.- Another action would be to collaborate with Erick, who is already doing a lot of engagement and working on these issues. (How can we support his efforts to improve integration with the Council’s projects?)- And we can also explore the idea of teaming up with existing conferences. So that’s what we discussed; I’d love to hear any feedback and ideas from the Council! 
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